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of the int~rnal modes are insensitive to these phase trans{tions, although 

lattice-iPteinal combination, bands have ' different isothermal ?res~ure 

derivatives with the value for the higher pressure phase being ' smaller. 

Noticeable sharpening of , the high \\lavenumber peaks occurs in NH4 Clat the 

"disorder-oreler" transition; while the changes at Uie II-V transition in 

NH
4

Br are 'basic.a.lly limit~d to the la't;:tice modes and to small decreases in 

al.1. peak \<lidths. The hi'gh pressure transition in N1I
4

Br (V-IV) ,jas not observed; 
, ' f 

althougb it isexpecteq at a'pproximately 30 kbar at room temperatures. This 

is probably due to' the gradual nature ~f the spectral changes that accompany 

the transition and also due to experimental difficulties at these pressures. 

The spectra were ~ot often observed beyo~d 30 kbar sinc~ the cell woulel 

requir2 rebuilding as the metal in the high pressure cavity begins to show 

relaxation. Transmission of the optical windovls , also begi~s to deteriorate 

around 30 kbar. To avoid these.c~perimental difficulties, the , V-IV phase 

7 trans ition iil NHL Br was observed at lm\ler temperatures and pressures. 
, f 

,The'V-IV bromide transition is accompanied by changes similar to "disorder-

ord~rl! t~ansition in. Nil:
4

CI, and one observes the sharpening of the Ramau peaks 
", 

and several changes in the' region of the hydrogen bendirig mode, v
4

• 7 At I bar 

and '296 K, V 4 is decompo'sed into' a ~eak 'v 4 (LO) ,component obse~ved " in back 

reflection studies (Z(XY)Z) and into a much st'ronger V
4

(TO) component. Hmvever, 
" 

11 4 (La) becomes s tr onge'r than V 4 (TO) component in the' ordered phase IV. 'This 

change in intel1sity of lJ
4 

is sho,m in Fig. 9 , for both , isobaric transition at 

I bar and for the isothermat' transition (296 K) in the chloride. The \\leak 

I 

: anomalous sa te 11 He, V 4) on th~. h igh wa~eilumber: 's ide o~ V 4 is ' the only 

internal mode which becomes Raman ,inactive at the V-IV transition in NH
4

Cl 

and NH4Br. This mode (v 4 I) has been associated w,ith the lambda transition in 
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